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Consider the differential equation (1) 5 = f(x) in a Banach space and let xx 
be an equilibrium. The basic question treated is the following: if x* is asymp- 
totically stable and if (2) xb+i = x, + hq(xk , h) is a one-step method, with fked 
step size h, for integrating (I), then does the sequence x, converge to x* ? It is 
shown that uniform asymptotic stability of (1) implies stability of (2) and that 
exponential asymptotic stability of (1) implies asymptotic stability of (2). 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Consider the differential equation 
(14 
and let x* be an equilibrium point. The basic question to be treated here 
is the following: if x* is an asymptotically stable equilibrium and if 
%+l = xk + b@k Y  h, U-2) 
is a one step method, with fixed step size Iz, for integrating (l-l), then does xk 
converge to x* as k tends to infinity ? We shall show in our first main theorem 
that uniform asymptotic stability of (1.1) implies stability of (1.2), and in our 
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second main theorem that exponential asymptotic stability of (1.1) implies 
asymptotic stability of (1.2) (’ rm p roving a result of Skalkina [ll]). 
Our interest in the problem considered here stemmed from an investigation 
of iterative methods for solving the equation F(x) = 0 in a Banach space. 
If f(x) is a function whose zeros include the zeros of P (for example, 
f(X) = -(I?;)-IF(X)), h t en numerical integration of (I. 1) will lead to iterates 
xk; corresponding to points x(t k ; x0) on the solution curve. If the initial point 
32s i  in a region of attraction of the equilibrium x*, then under what condition 
does xI converge to x* ? Variaus authors have used similar ideas to develop 
algorithms for solving F(x) = 0 ([l, 2,3, 5, 101) in particular situations. 
For example, Boggs ([l]) h as integrated the equation 1 = -(Fm’)-lP(x) 
with the A-stable methods of Dahlquist to generate iterates xg which converge 
to a root of P. In [2, 3, lo], Euler and Runge-Kutta integration methods are 
used to generate iterates xK which eventually lie within the region of con- 
vergence of Newton’s method. Here, results are developed for general 
one step methods. 
2. UNIFORM ASYMPTOTIC STABILITY 
Let X be a real Banach space with norm, // . /I, and let S(Y) = {x j jl x /j < r> 
be the closed ball of radius I about 0 in X. We let f be a mapping of X into 
itself and x* be a zero off. We assume, without loss of generality, that 
x* = 0. Now, suppose that f is defined on the ball S(R) and that cp(x, h) 
is a mapping of S(R) x [0, Jz,] into X. We assume throughout the sequel 
that the following conditions are satisfied: 
there are positive constants L and L' such that I/f(x) - f(y)]] 
d L II 3 - Y IL and II dx, h) - CP(Y, WI G L’ II x -Y I1 
for all x, y E S(R), and 0 < h < h, ; (2.1) 
91(x, h) is uniformly continuous on S(R) X [O, ?z,]; P-2) 
cp(% 0) = f (4 for all x E S(R); and C2.3f 
f (0) = ~(0, h) = 0 for all h E [O, A,]. Gw 
We consider the differential equation 
R = f (x)3 (2.5) 
and the one step integration method 
%c-tl = % + hG?c,~). Gw 
[Note that (2.6) is consistent in view of the assumption (2.3)]. We now have 
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DEFINITION 2.7. The solution x = 0 of (2.5) is uniformly stable if, given 
E > 0, there is a 6(c) > 0 such that I] x0 ]I < B(E) implies that ]I ~(t; to, x0)]] < E 
for t > t, where x(t; to , x,,) is the solution of (2.5) with x(ts ; t,, , x,,) = x0 . 
The solution x = 0 of (2.5) is uniformly asymptotically stable on a ball S(r) 
if it is uniformly stable and if, given E > 0, there is a T(E) > 0 such that 
11 x,, j] < Y implies that I/ x(t; t, , x,,)ll < E for t > to + T(E). 
We note that since X may be infinite dimensional, uniform asymptotic 
stability and asymptotic stability are not equivalent [9]. 
We now assume that the solution x = 0 of (2.5) is uniformly asymptotically 
stable on the ball S(R) for some R > 0. If S(E) and T(E) are the functions 
characterizing the stability of (2.5) as in Definition 2.7, then we may assume 
that 6( .) and T( *) are strictly monotonic continuous functions (see [7, p. 3091). 
We also suppose for simplicity that t,, = 0 and we let x(t; CC,,) = x(t; 0, x,,). 
We then have: 
LEMMA 2.8. Let r, b be real numbers such that 0 < r < 6 < S(R). Then 
there is a tI > 0 such that inf(l] x(t; x,)/l I t E [0, tl], r < j] x0 ]I < 6) is strictly 
positive. 
Proof. Since b < 6(R), II x(t; x,)[] < R, and so 
<L s 1 I/ X(S) - x0 Ij ds + t llf(~o>ll (where 4-J = x(*; x0>>- 
It follows from Gronwall’s inequality and an integration by parts that 
II x(t) - x0 II <L II x0 II teLt . (2.9) 
Therefore, I/ x(t; xo)l] > ]I x0 I] (1 - Lt exp Lt), and we may choose tl > 0 
such that 1 - Lt exp Lt, > 0. 
Following Massera [9], we let G(a) be a continuous strictly increasing 
function with G(r) < 2r, G(0) = 0, and we introduce the Lyapunov function 
V(-) for (2.5) given by 
V&J = sup(G(II x(t; xo)ll)(l + 2t)/(l + t) I t > 0}, 
for 0 < I] x0 j] < p, where p = min(1, S(R)). 
(2.10) 
LEMMA 2.11. [9]. V(.) has the following properties: 
(9 G(ll x0 II> G Uxo) < 2 II x0 II; 
(ii> II Vxo) - ill Q M II 3, - y. II for some M > 0; 
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(iii) V(X,) = lim ;ufJV(X(k; X0)) - v(Xa)]/k 
i 
C -41 xo ll>U + =‘(I1 xo ll/W2; 
and, 
(iv) Tf(x(k x0)) - V(x,) < -kG(lj x0 /I)(1 + 2k + 2T(lI x(k, x~)/I/~))-~ 
f~~I/~ol/,/IYoIl Gf andk>O. 
Letting Y(!l x0 II) = G(jj x0 I\)(1 + 2T(I/ x0 j//2))-2, we have: 
LEMMA 2.12. I f  0 <Y <6(p) and E > 0, then there is a k(r, 6) > 0 
such that 
V4k x0)) - Vo) d +-‘yI(Il x0 II> + 41 x0 Ii& 
for 0 < k < W-s 4, y d II q, II < a(p). 
(2.13) 
Proof. Choose tl > 0 by Lemma 2.8 so that 
m = WI1 x(t; x0)11 I 0 < t d tI , r < II x0 II < a(p)) > 0. 
Then 0 < m < j/ ~(t; x0)11 < p for 0 < t < tr , and Y < /j x0 // < 6(p). 
Since A(k, u) = [l + 2k + 2T(~7)]-~ is uni6cnmly continuous on 
[0, tl] x [m/2, p/2], there is an 17 = T(E) such that I A(k, 0’) - A(0, D)! < E 
if [ k I + 1 o’ - o I < 7. Let k(r, C) be the smaller of tr and the unique 
positive solution of k + iLS(p)k expLk = 7. Letting o’ = /j x(k; x,)}l/2 and 
a = jj x0 j//2, it follows from (2.9) that ( u’ - ET 1 < jl x(k; x0) - x0 II/2 < 
(LG(p)k exp Lk)/2, and h ence, by virtue of Lemma 2.11, that 
W4k 33) - Wo) d -WI xo II> 4k a’) G &--WI xo II) + 41 so II% 
LEMMA 2.14. There is an N > 0 such that, if x(t; x0) and x0 + hf(x,) are 
elements of 5’(R) for 0 < t < h < ho , then 
II xo + hf(xo) - 4% xo)ll < .m2 ii xo Il. 
Proof. Apply Gronwall’s inequality. 
LEMMA 2.15. Let p = min(1, S(R)), and suppose that ~(x, h) is uniformly 
continuous on S(p) x [0, ho]. I f  0 < r < S(p), then there is an h&r) > 0 
such that 
V(x, + h(xo , 4) - V(x,) < -W’(r) -C 0, 
whenever 0 < h < k(r), r < jl x0 11 < Sk). 
(2.16) 
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Proof. Assume without loss of generality that S(p) < p. Then, if b < 
(P - %J)>/P(P> ma++ L’ll, x0 + hv(xO , h) and x0 + hf (x0) are elements 
of S(p). Now, 
It follows from the previous lemmas, that, for 0 < Y < S(p) and E > 0, there 
is a K(r, C) > 0 such that if 
then 
J%o + k@o 3 4) - vxo> G lwz II dxo > 4 - f c%)ll+ Ibiwz2 II x0 II 
- by/(/l $0 II> + 41 xo II)4 (2.18) 
for r < II x0 II < %)- 
Let 44 = supill dx, 4 - dx, O)ll I r < II x II < S(P)) ad t&e 
[Note that ~(x, 0) =f(x).] S ince 93(x, h) is uniformly continuous, al(h) is 
continuous. Moreover, 01(o) = 0. Thus, the equation a(h) + N&(p) = 
Y(r)/(4M) has a least positive root R > 0. If 0 < h,(r) < min(h*, h”), then 
it follows that 
vxo + hP(Xo 3 h)) - Vxo) < -i@qr>, 
for 0 < h < Jz,(f) and r < II x0 I] < S(p). 
We can now prove the following: 
(2.19) 
THEOREM 2.20. Suppose that the solution x = 0 of (2.5) is un;formly 
asymptotically stable on S(R). Then, for any E > 0, there are h(E) > 0 and 
K(E) > 0 such that if 11 x0 (1 < G(S(p))/2 and 0 < h < h(c), then the solution 
xk of (2.6) starting from x0 satisjies th& inequalities 
(i) /Ix,]] Gpforallk 200; an& 
(ii) Ij x, II < E for all k 3 K(E)/h. 
Frbof. We .may assume that 0- < E < S(p). Let I = G(E)/~, and let 
h(c) = min{h,(r), l/L’), where hi(r) is given by Lemma 2.15. Also, let 
We) = WV(P)) 7. W$WW-). 
We consider three cases, namely: (i) 0 < j] x0 II < r, (ii) r < 11 x0 11 < 2r, 
=d (iii) 2r < II x0 II d W(p))P. 
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Case (i): If jj xk j] < Y for all k >, 0, then I] xk \J < G(e)/4 < c/2 < E for 
all k 2 0. On the other hand, if 11 xz 11 < Y for k = 0, I,..., n - 1, and 
II %a II 2 y, then II x, II = II k1 + h+kl, h)ll < II h1 II (1 + kc) -c 2r, 
and we regard x, as an initial point for case (ii). 
Case (ii): We claim that // xk Ij < E for all k > 0. [Note that E < Sk) < p.1 
Clearly j/ x0 // < 2r < E. If r < jj xk II < E for 0 < k < n, then G(j/ xntl 11) < 
w%L,) = q%J + CIP(%,l> - w*>> G Wo) - (n + 1) hV)/:! < 
V(x,) < 2 11 x,, \j < 4r = G(E), by virtue of Lemmas 2.11 and 2.15. Since G 
is strictly monotone, I/ x,+r jl < E, and the claim is established by induction. 
Thus, combining Cases (i) and (ii), we have shown that if ]}x,, jj < 2r, 
then Ij xk j/ < E for all k > 0. 
Case (iii): Clearlyllx,\j< G@(p))/2<8(p)<~. Suppose thatr<l/xkl]<S(p) 
for k < n. Then, G(ll x,+r II> f v%,,> = Wll~ + c2: m%tl> - W& d 
V(x,) - (n + 1) hY(r)/2 < 2 /I x0 11 < G(S(p)) by virtue of Lemmas Z.li 
and 2.15. Since G is strictly monotone, jl x,+r I\ < 6(p) < p, and so j/ xk \I < p 
for all k > 0. Furthermore, if (n + 1)h >, K(E), then G(]\ xnfr 11) < V(xJ 
- K(E) WY2 < 2 II xi, /I - K(E) W)P < WYp)) - K(c) “U(r)/2 = G($). 
It follows that Ij x,+~ /I < r/2. The theorem then follows from the first two 
cases. 
We note that the theorem does not assert that the solution xk = 0 of (2.6) 
is stable for fixed h. In other words, we do not claim that for given h and any 
E > 0 there is an 7 = q(q h) such that if I/ x,, I/ < 7;1, then jl xk j/ < E for all k. 
Bearing this in mind, we consider the following two-dimensional system: 
3i =y - x(x2 +y2>, 
j = -x - y(x2 + y”). 
(2.21) 
Let V(x, y) = x2 + y2. Then p(x(t), y(t)) = -2(x2(t) + y2(t))s along solu-, 
tions of (2.21) and so, the trivial solution is uniformly asymptotically stable. 
If Euler’s method is applied to (2.21), then the difference system, 
%+1 = x7% + hY,, - h%(%z2 -I- Yn2), 
Yn+l = Yn - f%z - ~Y&n2 + Yn2); 
(2.22) 
is obtained. Let A,V(x, y) be given by 
d,V(x, y) = @(X2 + y2){xS + y2 - (1 - (1 - hs)lis)/h) 
x (x2 + y” - (1 + (1 - hs)r/s)/h), (2.23) 
so that V(x,, , y%+J - V(xn , yn) = A,V(x, , y,). Using (2.23), it is easy 
‘to verify that the trivial solution of (2.22) is not stable and that all solutions 
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with 0 < r2(xs2 + yo2) < 1 + (1 - h2)l12 (0 < b < 1) are attracted to the 
invariant set x2 + y2 = (1 - (1 - h”)l/“)/Jz. Although the trivial solution of 
(2.22) is not stable for Jixed h, the solutions of (2.22) can be made to remain 
arbitrarily close to zero by initially choosing h small enough. In other words, 
the theorem asserts that for given E > 0, there is an h(e) such that if h < h(e), 
then the solutions of (2.22) will lie within the ball S(E). 
3. EXPONENTIAL ASYMPTOTIC STABILITY 
We now consider the case of exponential asymptotic stability. 
DEFINITION 3.1. The solution x = 0 of (2.5) is (uniformly) exponentially 
asymptotically stable on S(Y) if there are positive constants 01, M such that 
11 x(t; t,, , x,,)jl < M ]I x,, ]j exp --ol(t - t,) for /I X, 11 < Y and t 3 to . Similarly, 
the solution xk = 0 of (2.6) is exponentially asymptotically stable if there 
are positive constants b, b, , MI , j3 such that I/ xlc II < MI jj x0 /I exp -/%Vz 
for all K 3 0 whenever 0 < h < & and II x0 I[ < b/M,. 
Skalkina [ll] has shown that if the zero solution of (2.5) is exponentially 
asymptotically stable, then so is the zero solution of (2.6). We shall shortly 
present an improved version of her result. 
LEMMA 3.2. I f  the solution x = 0 of (2.5) is exponentially asymptotically 
stable on S(R), then the function W(e) dejked by 
W(x,) = sup(II x(t; x,)11 exp(arctan at) I t > 0}, (3.3) 
for x0 E S(R) has the following properties: 
(9 IIxoII < W&J ~~llxolI; 
(ii> I W(x,> - Whdl G Kll x0 - YO II; 
(iii) m(xo) < -c’W(x,); and, 
(iv) W(x(h; x0)) - W(xo> < --c II x0 II h f or suitable positive constants 
K, c, c’ (where 01, M are the constants involved in the definition of 
exponential asymptotic stability). 
Proof. Argue as in [7, pp. 309-3111. 
We now have 
THEOREM 3.4. Suppose that the solution x = 0 of (2.5) is exponentially 
asymptotically stable on S(R). Assume also that either (a) p)(x, h) =f(x), or 
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W(X~+~) < W(qJ(l - @). If W(x,) = 0, for any k < n, then W(X~,~) = 0, 
for all I > 0, and (3.6) is satisfied. Otherwise, 
Thus, the theorem is established. 
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